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Editorial

Cover pictures, clockwise from left.  Alf presenting Tony with the trophy, Bob
Chapman judging the entries, seen with Tony’s winning Lazy Mary, Alf
presenting Roger with the second prize cheque.

I could claim that the back page for the past 4 editions was a test, to see how
long it would be before anyone noticed that it was out of date!  The real trouble
though is that by the time I have finished editing the newsletter, I don’t really
have time to read it!  That particular page, I knew I’d changed. Trouble was,
it seems I’d changed it only in the Event Calendar.

As I’ve said before, deafness is not the ideal for reporting a meeting where
speech plays an important part!  I’m hoping that I may have solved the problem
- I’ve started taking a video camera to meetings, so even if I can’t get a film
quality recording, I can get a soundtrack and listen to it without distraction at
home, make notes from that and with a bit of luck avoid the problem where I
make notes - when I remember - at the meeting, get home and wonder what
they are about!  While I have not perfected the system yet - I missed recording
some of the first meeting I used it on - April - and it doesn’t give good results
when aimed at the screen, the sound track really does help.  As an example of
its usefulness, again in April, I had completely missed Bob Chapman saying he
was going to deliberately cause a dig - even though, on playback, he’d said it
at least twice!

Though there are inevitable interruptions of the picture - Bill and I both need
to get shots using still cameras, as well as the soundtrack, much of the picture
track is of use and many of the pictures in Bob Neill’s demo were taken from
there.

If there is any problem now, it is too much information and I have problems
working out what, because of space limitations, I must leave out!

Please note.  The last issue was full distribution.  I understood that this was a
permanent change but have found since that it was meant as a means of getting
the AGM information out to everyone.  The permanent distribution
arrangement is that the Treasurer tells me how many copies are required and I
take/send these plus addressed envelopes to the March, June, September or
December meeting where they are distributed to the members without internet
access in attendance.  The remainder are taken by the Treasurer and posted.
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March - Andy Lodge.

Andy started his demo by explaining how to measure the optimum diameter to
cut chucking spigots/recesses. The chuck jaws are made as a ring and then cut
into segments. Opening the jaws to give a 1/8” gap between the jaws, allows
for the kerf when the cutting takes place and the jaws are then in a circular
position.  Measuring internal or external diameter and cutting spigot or recess
to the resulting diameter then ensures maximum jaw/wood contact and the
strongest grip.

While chatting, he had the lathe running, not saying
anything about the wood in
the chuck, just  seeming to be
prodding at the end of it and
then, eventually parting off a
bit, which turned out to be a
chess pawn, shown alongside
a £1 coin.

The demonstration continued with an explanation of
his millefiori decorated box lids.  The millefiori is
made from polymer clay and he buys it at 50p per rod

and from each rod, using a home
made slicing jig, can cut 90 slices.
A smear of clear adhesive in a
recess in the lid and the decoration
is laid out and while not prone to
‘wandering’, still easy to adjust until
a satisfactory appearance is
obtained.  Clear resin is then mixed

and used to fill the recess, taking care to get rid of any air bubbles.  Once the
resin is set, the top can be sanded through the grits and finished with metal
polish.

A lidded box can then be produced as normal.

A piece of cherry was turned into a bowl
with a textured band and then a jig for
producing a long grind, favoured by Andy,
was produced from and piece of wood, 3”
long, a piece of masking tape (in lieu of a
jubilee clip) and a pencil.
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The jig in action and the gouge produced.

Andy demonstrated some of the advantages of
the use of this type of gouge and also showed
some examples of his work.

There were also some examples of members’ work (be-
low) and some items from the Cumbrian tree - see sepa-
rate article.

AGM

The AGM was held on April 16th at 9.30 am, before the demo by Bob
Chapman.       The standing Committee all stood for election and were re-
elected unopposed.       Bob then judged the Alf Garner award entries before
carrying on with his demo.
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April - Bob Chapman    - www.bobchapman.co.uk

Another, welcome, visit from Bob, with
some different demonstrations and different
ideas.  The show started with an egg cup. -
an off-set one an example which showed
the effect of cooking oil as a finish on syca-
more (much darker) and another that, after
someone at a previous demo had suggested
it, had the top surface painted white and the
cup itself, yellow, the whole resembling a
fried egg (or a boiled one with a very neatly
cut off top.)

During the roughing down of the blank
Bob, a Steb centre enthusiast, engineered a
dig-in to show its safety properties - it did throw the blank off centre at the tail
stock centre but though the lathe was still running, after the initial dig, the
blank was still held between the centres and not moving, whereas, with a four
prong drive it would almost certainly have left the lathe and would probably
have been trying to climb up the tool and hit him!  (Or one of us!   Ed)

He also advocates running the lathe at as fast speed as vibrations will allow.
The blank being square section, each corner coming to the tool is a separate
cut.  The faster the lathe is running, the closer those cuts become to being a
continuous, smoother one.

Having roughed down to a cylinder, Bob turned a dovetail spigot as large di-
ameter as would fit his chuck with the jaws fully opened, approximately 10mm
long.  He then marked a diagonal line at each end to meet a longitudinal line
along the length and marked a 10mm offset  centre on each, remounted to
these centres and turned another spigot taking half of the first one.

The blank was then mounted in a chuck, using this offset spigot and the lathe
speed increased as high as possible without undue vibration, the end faced off
and the ‘cup’ turned to approximately 45mm diameter.

The larger spigot was then used to mount the piece and the cup shaped, fin-
ished and parted off.  The cove between cup body and foot was a very deep,
and small radius, so a home made 8mm round end scraper was used to form it.
Like all his scrapers, after grinding, the burr was removed on a slip stone and
used horizontally at centre height - not conventional - but it works for Bob.
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He also makes no apologies for his use of skew chisels as scrapers, also used
horizontally at centre height.

The next item was a ‘salt bell’.  The bell
shape shown is a thin shell with another
glued inside it.  Salt is poured into it

while inverted
and can then be
applied to food
by shaking.

There was then a chat about the problems
of matching grain in boxes and ways to

avoid it, two being the acorn box, with use of
different woods and the mushroom, below, with
the grain unimportant with no direct connection
of grain between the box and lid.

The one below is a needle case.
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The demonstration finished with an apple - one he’d turned earlier, African

blackwood and another, yew, produced fairly quickly and, along with some of
the other items, were used to demonstrate the Beale buffing system, three
buffing wheels; the first, stiffest being used with Tripoli compound, a mild
abrasive; the second,slightly softer wheel, with another, still finer abrasive,
White Diamond - which it is as well not to use with some, darker wood, as the
white may be retained in the grain.  The third, softest wheel is used to apply
and polish with Carnauba wax.

As well as his preferred use of scrapers, Steb centre and higher lathe speeds,
Bob also spoke about masks, preferring a face mask - of a minimum 2.2
standard to a powered mask;  pointed out the cabinet makers and any other
wood workers sand with the grain, not across it, as we do and how sanding
rings can be greatly reduced by stopping the lathe and spending some time
sanding along the grain.  He also cut the hole in the mushroom lid, using a
parting tool but showed how, useful though that technique can be, cutting deep
recesses throws the tool off as the increasing height of the tool is forced by the
edge of the hole into moving toward the centre, resulting in cutting a tapered
wall.
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May. - Bob Neill    -   (www.bobneillpyrography.co.uk/)

Before the meeting started, we were invaded!  Table after table was set up and
loaded with dozens and dozens of examples of pyrography and coloured work.

Above - Bob setting up just one of the tables.

Below and opposite - more of them….
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One of our members had come fully
prepared, however!

Bob said how he finds that many people
think that pyrography is a new art form
but that in fact it is one of the earliest,
going back centuries. Ancient tribes are
believed to have heated hard wood to
burn patterns into softer woods.

He showed numer-
ous samples, includ-
ing these, from
Poland, left and Rus-
sia, right.
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Another from Yugoslavia, right.  Below
is a newer one depicting the 2011
Norwegian woodturning cruise and
showing the ports of call.

Below is a kingfisher, the pyrography
having been carried out with a
soldering iron.

This picture  below is mainly just
pattern of the piece of spalted beech.
Only the birds at the top and the bank
at the bottom having been added.

More usually, nowadays, an nickel-
chrome wire is electrically heated in a
special holder or ready made branding
tips can be used.  The nickel chrome
wire is available from 22 gauge (heavy)

to 26 gauge (fine).  Bob usually uses 25 gauge though the standard if supplied
in a kit is usually 24.
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These two, very detailed pieces are
both from Derby. No guesses at the
interests of the artists - the
locomotive was done by a British
Rail employee and is a rather softer,
artistic depiction than the aircraft -
by a Rolls Royce draughtsman -
with rather more attention to scale
and fine detail.

Bob showing a gift for the mother-in-
law!

While Bob said that various tools can
be used, so also they can be used on
various materials.  Sycamore is the
most usual, ‘friendliest’ wood to use,
though beech, holly and any fine
grained wood can be.  Woods not ideal
are more open grain ones such as Ash
and softwoods like pine, where the tool
is meeting a soft valley between hard
ridges of wood.  Other materials used
include cork, MDF (though this can
release toxic fumes), leather….

The photo on the right is the reverse of
the piece on page 9, with birds burnt
onto it.
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Bob continued to show kitchen spoons, rolling pins, mottos, engagement and
wedding presents…. far more than there is space for in this newsletter.  What I
didn’t hear him say, though, is that he has written a book, ‘Step-by-step
Pyrography’, which is obtainable from Peter Childs at £9.99 or from Amazon,
now reduced to £6.99., where it gets mixed customer reviews.  One who
panned it, though, had a point.  A different tool is used in the book to what
Amazon have available.  The same does not apply to Peter Childs.

He did mention a Canadian supplier of special tips www.razertip.com and their
British agent, www.woodworkscraftsupplies.co.uk/ - for those without internet
access, Woodworks Craft Supplies,  P.O. Box 102,  Caldicot, NP26 9AG
Tel: 01633 400847

The demo continued with colouring,
starting with gold leaf.  This comes
in two forms - sheets and flake and
Bob concentrated on using flake.  He
had pre-coated a bowl with PVA
about an hour earlier and now poured
gold flake into it and used a brush to
distribute it well, before leaving it for
an hour.

During this time he covered many further techniques -
Berol colouring pens, Aquabrushes, a Blitzer air brush - a
hand operated bulb with a jet and a clamp in which a felt
tip pen can be held with the tip in line with the jet - a
rather fat looking ‘Doterrific’ and various water based
dyes.

There was also some carving, with a Proxxon  carving
tool with Flexicut cutters, a Proxxon Long necked angle
grinder, fitted with an Arbortech mini blade, a Proxxon
blow torch and a Dremel with Flexishaft and disk cutter.
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The last item was the unveiling of the bowl and retrieval of the unused flake.

As promised in the programme, Bob provided tools for anyone wanting to
have a go and the photos below show that there was no shortage of victi…. er
volunteers!

None of them, though, appear
to be using what Bob had told
us was a very useful piece of
equipment - a towel.  As
shown, right, it can be folded to
provide support for both wrist
and/or the work piece and
make long periods of work
much less tiring.

Positions is everything!
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Revolutions 2011.

Revolutions was held from Friday, 27th May to Friday 4th June.  One visitor
was heard to say it was the best show of its kind that he had seen.

Taking were down, Members sales £2,459 compared with £3,693 last year.
Charity sales were up slightly, from £81.50 to £106 but donations down from
564.02 to 454.02.

In the present financial situation, though, that is no worse than one might ex-
pect,

A selection of photos in no particular order except for the one above showing,
on the top shelf, the Alf Garner Trophy, Tony’s winning entry and Roger’s as
runner up.
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A Cumbria Tree

A trunk of spalted beech was given to the club and pieces handed out to mem-
bers to produce some article(s), any article(s), the only condition being that
they had to be produced from that wood.

The following photos, of the items on display at Revolutions, show the result.
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